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Overview

• Medical treatment

• Lifestyle

• Exercise





Identify the Cause

• Why does this patient have myocarditis





More Recent Causes

• Impact of Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors

• cardiotoxicity



Time Course



The Challenge

• Many diseases

• Think about a viral screen

• Is there a rheumatological condition ?

• Treatment of symptoms

• Treat if heart-failure or dilated 
cardiomyopathy

• Treatment of heart rhythm disturbances



Majority of Patients

• Mild symptoms

• Conservative measures

• Pain control with colchicine

• (Occasionally with Non-steroidal drugs)

– In experimental models have been associated with 
worse outcomes but ?



Depends on how severe it is and what 
caused it. 

• Treatments can include:

●Medicines – Depending on the situation, doctors can give medicines to:
•Help you breathe better
•Keep fluid from building up
•Help keep the heart beating correctly
•Stop blood clots from forming inside the body
•Help with inflammation

●Rest – Talk to your doctor about how much activity is right for you. 

●Oxygen – Some people need to breathe oxygen from a tank they carry 
with them. 

●NOT drinking alcohol, or having no more than 1 drink a day



Heart Failure



Heart-Failure

• Dilated Cardiomyopathy

– Oxygen

– Water tablets

– ACE Inhibitors

– Beta-blockers





Is there Still Active Inflammation

• Supportive measures

• If symptoms still persist, no virus identified 
and reduced heart function, consider steroids 
or azathioprine for 12 months

• - ‘immunosuppressants’ in selected patients
– Variable effect

– Evaluation difficult as many make a spontaneous 
recovery



Virus-Identified

• Biopsy performed, virus has been identified

• If heart function ok, monitor

• If heart function reduced, think about antiviral 
therapy or interferon

• Possible role for steroids

– May improve/stabilise heart function

– Unclear if it changes outcomes



Viral Infection, Severe Reduction in 
Heart Function and Rhythm 

Disturbances

• Both fast and slow rhythm disturbances can 
occur

• Often resolve after the acute phase

• Often avoided if asymptomatic

• Occasionally need pacing if slow

• If severe rhythm disturbance, may need a 
defibrillator



Rhythm Disorders

• Very slow heart rates

– Pacemakers







Things to Avoid in the Acute Phase

• Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs  generally 
not effective

• Heavy alcohol consumption 

• Exercise 

– Especially if fever, active infection or heart-failure

– restrict physical activity of athletes as well as non-
athletes during the acute phase of myocarditis and for 
at least 3-6 months 

– This recommendation is based upon expert opinion. 



What Should You Do About Exercise ?

• 3-6 months of abstinence from competitive 
sports

• After 6 months, check that no rhythm 
disturbance

• Check that heart function is ok

– Treadmill test

– Heart monitor

– Echo or MRI scan



PREVENTION 

• Vaccination ?

– Influenza

– Measles

– Polio

• Genetics to identify the at-risk patient



Summary

• Treatment is geared towards:-

• Symptoms

• Is there heart-failure – ‘DCM’

• Is there a rhythm disturbance

• If poor heart function – is there still active 
inflammation or a virus identified


